
Roll For Yardage! A Gridiron Football Dice Game

Roll For Yardage! is a tabletop dice game with simple rules for simulating professional gridiron 
football games. You can become the coach of your favorite teams, guiding your players down the field 
in their quest for glory! Throughout every game, your coaching choices can mean the difference 
between victory and defeat; will you go for it on 4th down, or play it safe and attempt a field goal 
instead? Will you attempt a 2 point conversion, or will you settle for an extra point attempt? By reading
these rules, you can learn how to play the game in as little as 30 minutes.

Required Materials; Besides this rule book, all that is required to play Roll For Yardage! is at least 
two pairs of six-sided dice (d6), and a pencil. It may be helpful to use different colored dice to 
represent each team, but this is not required. Basic math skills (addition, subtraction and multiplication)
are necessary to play, but players should feel free to use a calculator, if necessary. Knowledge of 
professional gridiron football rules is extremely helpful, but not required (all the rules needed to play 
are outlined below). 

You will find a score sheet template located on the final page of these rules, which you may print 
and/or photocopy as often as needed (at least 4 score sheets are required per game; one sheet for each 
quarter of play). The facsimile of a gridiron football field located at the top of the score sheet may be 
useful for keeping visual track of the line of scrimmage and the line to gain throughout each quarter.

Number of Players; Roll For Yardage! is intended for 2 players. However a 3rd player might serve as a
“referee,” recording the results of each play, keeping track of ball position on the score sheets, and 
consulting the rules when necessary, allowing the 2 competitors to focus on their dice rolls. Conversely,
the game can easily be played solitaire by simply rolling dice and recording the results for both teams.

How to Win; Just like in professional gridiron football, the object of Roll For Yardage! is to advance 
the “ball” downfield in order to score points. The team with the most points at the conclusion of the 
game wins. Scoring points is accomplished through several different methods, including touchdowns (6
points), field goals (3 points), extra points (1 point), 2 point conversions (2 points), and safeties (2 
points), all of which are explained below. 

Timekeeping; Professional gridiron football is divided into 2 halves of game play, and each half is 
divided into 2 quarters. Each quarter lasts 15 minutes, although the game clock is frequently stopped 
for a variety of reasons. Roll For Yardage! simulates this by limiting the number of plays per quarter to 
30 (each play representing approximately 30 seconds of game clock time). Once comfortably familiar 
with all the rules and procedures, a Roll For Yardage! football game can be played in as little as 2 
hours, depending upon the speed of play and the amount of breaks taken (at least one 12-minute break 
known as halftime is recommended between the 2nd and 3rd quarters, but players may take as many 
breaks as needed). Please note; if time is a factor, players may opt to limit the game to only 15 plays 
per quarter, reducing the amount of time required to play a game by approximately one hour.

The Coin Toss (How to Begin); At the beginning of every game, each team rolls 1d6; the team with 
the highest roll wins the coin toss (if the roll is a tie, roll again until there is a clear winner). The winner
of the coin toss is awarded the option to either 1). receive the ball first, or 2). kick the ball to the other 
team (see Kickoffs below), or 3). defer their choice to the 2nd half, thereby giving the loser of the coin 
toss the option of choosing whether to kick or receive at the start of the 1st half. Regardless of the 
outcome, whichever team did NOT choose to kick or receive at the start of the 1st half is given the 
choice of whether to kick or receive at the start of the 2nd half. 



Kickoffs; Prior to every kickoff, the ball is spotted on the kicking team's 35 yard line. To determine the
number of yards the ball is kicked, the kicking team rolls 2d6, and multiplies the total by 10. A result of
65 or more yards (7 or higher on the 2d6 dice roll) indicates the ball lands in or beyond the end zone 
and is ruled a touchback, in which case the ball is immediately spotted on the receiving team's 25 yard 
line, 1st down. If the result of the kickoff dice roll is snake eyes (double 1s), the ball is shanked to the 
left or right out of bounds, and the receiving team gains possession of the ball 25 yards from the spot of
the kick, 1st down.

If the kick does not result in a touchback, the receiving team may either choose to call for a fair catch 
(in which case the receiving team gains possession on the yard line indicated by the result of the 
kicking team's dice roll; 1st down), or attempt to return the ball downfield. If attempting a return, both 
teams roll 2d6 (this is referred to as Opposed Rolls); each team adds up their total (if a 6 is rolled on a 
dice, add 6 to the total, then reroll that dice and add the result to the total, repeating this until a number 
other than 6 is rolled). If the receiving team's total is an even number, but the kicking team's total is an 
odd number, the receiving team multiplies their total by 2. Similarly, if the receiving team's total is an 
odd number, but the kicking team's total is an even number, the receiving team multiplies their total by 
2. Finally, if the receiving team's total is an even number and the kicking team's total is ALSO an even 
number, or if the receiving team's total is an odd number and the kicking team's total is ALSO an odd 
number, the receiving team's total stands (do NOT multiply by 2). 

After the receiving team multiplier has been applied (if applicable), the final totals are compared. The 
difference between each team's total equals the number of yards gained or lost on the return. If both 
teams rolled the same total, there is no gain or loss after the catch. If the receiving team rolled higher, 
they gain a number of yards indicated by the difference between the totals. If the kicking team rolled 
higher, however, the receiving team loses a number of yards indicated by the difference between the 
totals (up to a maximum of 20 yards). The ball is spotted on the yard line indicated by the final result of
the dice roll totals, and the receiving team takes over on offense, 1st down. If negative yardage puts the 
ball on or beyond the receiving team's own goal line, the kicking team is awarded a safety (see Safeties 
below). 

During the return phase, an initial dice roll of snake eyes (double 1s) by the kicking team results in an 
automatic (and spectacular) kickoff return for a touchdown (6 points are awarded to the receiving 
team). Meanwhile, an initial dice roll of snake eyes (double 1s) by the receiving team results in a 
fumble; see Fumbles below). If BOTH teams roll snake eyes, disregard the results and reroll.

Scrimmage Plays; If a player's team currently has possession of the ball, that team is referred to as the 
offense, while the other player's team is referred to as the defense. The line of scrimmage is determined 
by the spot of the ball at the start of any given play. The offense has four attempts (or downs, each of 
which counts as one scrimmage play) to advance the ball to or beyond the line to gain, which is located
10 yards beyond where the line of scrimmage is marked on 1st down. These downs are referred to as 1st,
2nd, 3rd, and 4th down, respectively.

On 4th down, the offense may choose to either 1). punt the ball downfield to the defense (see Punting 
below), or 2). attempt to kick a field goal for 3 points if the ball is within field goal range (see Field 
Goals below), or 3). run another scrimmage play and attempt to advance the ball to or beyond the line 
to gain (this is referred to as “going for it on 4th down,” which can be risky, for if the offense fails to 
convert on 4th down, the defense gains possession and takes over on offense at the spot of the ball). If 
the offense manages to move the ball to or beyond the line to gain, they receive a fresh set of downs, 
and the new line to gain is 10 yards beyond the spot of the ball on 1st down.



In order to determine the outcome of a scrimmage play, both teams roll 2d6, and each team adds up 
their total (if a 6 is rolled on a dice, add 6 to the total, then reroll that dice and add the result to the total,
repeating this until a number other than 6 is rolled). If the offense's total is an even number, but the 
defense's total is an odd number, the offense multiplies their total by 2. Similarly, if the offense's total is
an odd number, but the defense's total is an even number, the offense multiplies their total by 2. Finally,
if the offense's total is an even number and the defense's total is ALSO an even number, or if the 
offense's total is an odd number and the defense's total is ALSO an odd number, the offense's total 
stands (do NOT multiply by 2). 

After the offensive multiplier has been applied (if applicable), the final totals are compared. The 
difference between each team's total equals the number of yards gained or lost on the scrimmage play. 
If both teams rolled the same total, there is no gain or loss on the play (either the ball carrier was 
tackled at the line of scrimmage, or a pass attempt fell incomplete), next down. If the offense rolled 
higher, they gain a number of yards indicated by the difference between the totals. If the defense rolled 
higher, however, the offense loses a number of yards indicated by the difference between the totals (up 
to a maximum of 20 yards). The ball is spotted on the yard line indicated by the final result of the dice 
rolls, next down. Both teams then roll a 1d6 penalty check (see Penalties below for more information).

An initial dice roll of snake eyes (double 1s) by the defense results in an automatic (and spectacular) 
offensive run or pass for a touchdown (6 points). Conversely, an initial dice roll of snake eyes (double 
1s) by the offense results in a fumble; see Fumbles below). If BOTH teams roll snake eyes, disregard 
the results and reroll.

If the offense manages to advance to ball to or beyond the defense's goal line, they have scored a 
touchdown for 6 points. The offense must then choose whether to attempt to kick an extra point (see 
Extra Point Attempts below), or attempt a 2 point conversion (see 2 Point Conversion Tries below). 
However, if the offense is pushed back to or beyond their own goal line or end zone, the defense has 
scored a safety, which is worth 2 points (awarded to the defense, NOT the offense). The offense must 
then perform a safety kick to the defense (see Safeties below for more information).

Fumbles;  If the offense (or receiving team/return team) rolls snake eyes (double 1s) on their initial 
dice roll for yardage, they have fumbled the ball (however, this does not apply if the offense rolls 
double 1s after rolling double 6s; fumbles can only occur on the initial dice roll). If a fumble occurs, 
both teams roll 2d6; each team adds up their total (if a 6 is rolled on a dice, add 6 to the total, then 
reroll that dice and add the result to the total, repeating this until a number other than 6 is rolled), and 
the totals are compared (in the event of a tie, roll again until there is a clear victor). There are NO even-
vs-odd multipliers on fumble recovery checks. Whichever team rolled higher recovers the ball, and 
advances a number of yards equal to the difference between the rolls. If the defense recovered, they 
take over on offense, 1st down. If the offense recovered, however, they maintain possession, next down 
(exception; if the fumble occurred on 4th down, and the offense recovers but does NOT advance the ball
to or beyond the line to gain, they have “turned the ball over on downs,” and the defense gains 
possession at the spot of the ball, 1st down).

If either team rolls snake eyes (double 1s) on a fumble recovery check, the other team automatically 
recovers the fumbled ball and scores a touchdown. If BOTH teams roll snake eyes, however, disregard 
the results and reroll.

Extra Point Attempts; Whenever a team scores a touchdown, they have the option to either attempt to 
kick the ball through the uprights of the goal post for 1 extra point, or attempt a 2 point conversion (see 



2 Point Conversion Tries below). If the offense chooses to attempt an extra point, the ball is placed on 
the 15 yard line, and both teams roll 2d6; each team adds up their total (if a 6 is rolled on a dice, add 6 
to the total, then reroll that dice and add the result to the total, repeating this until a number other than 6
is rolled), and before the totals are compared, the kicking team adds 6 additional points to their total, 
since the kick is being made from the 15 yard line (see Field Goals below for guidelines on how to 
apply bonuses or penalties per kick distance). There are NO even-vs-odd multipliers. If the kicking 
team's final total is higher, the kick is good, and the kicking team is awarded 1 additional point. 
However, if the defense's final total is higher, the kick has sailed wide left or wide right, and is no good.
If both rolls are equal, the ball bounces off the uprights or the crossbar, and the kick is no good.

An initial dice roll of snake eyes (double 1s) by the defense results in the offense calling a Fake Extra 
Point Attempt, which is in fact a surprise 2 point conversion try, and is automatically successful (the 
kicking team is awarded 2 points instead of 1). Meanwhile, an initial dice roll of snake eyes (double 1s)
by the kicking team results in a blocked kick by the defense, which is then treated as a fumble (see 
Fumbles above). If the defense manages to recover the fumble and run all the way into the other end 
zone (which is EXTREMELY unlikely), they score 1 point. On the other hand, if the kicking team 
manages to recover the fumble and advance the ball to or beyond the defense's goal line, they score 2 
points. If BOTH teams roll snake eyes, disregard the results and reroll.

Regardless of whether the kick is blocked, and regardless of whether the try was successful, the ball is 
then placed back on the offense's 35 yard line, and the offense (kicking team) kicks off the ball to the 
other team (see Kickoffs above).

2 Point Conversion Tries; If the scoring team chooses to go for 2 points instead of 1, the ball is placed
on the 2 yard line, and both teams roll 2d6; each team adds up their total (if a 6 is rolled on a dice, add 
6 to the total, then reroll that dice and add the result to the total, repeating this until a number other than
6 is rolled), and the totals are compared. There are NO even-vs-odd multipliers to the offense's dice 
rolls on 2 point conversion tries. The difference between each team's total equals the number of yards 
gained or lost on the return. 

If both teams rolled the same total, there is no gain or loss on the play (either the ball carrier was 
tackled at the line of scrimmage, or an attempted pass fell incomplete), and the 2 point conversion 
attempt is unsuccessful. If the offense's total is higher, they gain a number of yards indicated by the 
difference between the dice rolls (if the number of yards gained is 2 or more, the conversion try is 
successful, and the offense is awarded 2 additional points; however, if the offense only gains 1 positive 
yard on the play, the ball did not cross the plane of the goal line, and the try is unsuccessful). If the 
defense's total is higher, the offense loses a number of yards indicated by the difference between the 
dice rolls (up to a maximum of 20 yards), and the 2 point conversion try is unsuccessful. 

An initial dice roll of snake eyes (double 1s) by the defense results in a spectacular trick play that 
yields automatic success for the offense (the 2 point conversion try is successful). Conversely, an initial
dice roll of snake eyes (double 1s) by the offense results in a fumble; see Fumbles above). If BOTH 
teams roll snake eyes, disregard the results and reroll. In the event of a fumble, if the defense manages 
to recover the ball and run all the way into the other end zone (which is EXTREMELY unlikely), they 
score 2 points. On the other hand, if the offense manages to recover the fumble and advance the ball to 
or beyond the defense's goal line, they score 2 points despite the fumble. 

Regardless of whether the try was successful, the ball is then placed back on the offense's 35 yard line, 
and the offense (kicking team) kicks off the ball to the other team (see Kickoffs above).



Field Goals; If the line of scrimmage is 47 yards or less from the defense's goal line, the offense may 
attempt to kick the ball through the uprights of the defense's goal post for 3 points. This usually occurs 
on 4th down, although a field goal attempt may be made on ANY down, and certain factors can make it 
desirable to do so (for example, if time is about to expire at the end of a half). If the ball is 48 yards or 
more from the defense's goal line, a field goal attempt may NOT be made.

If the offense chooses to attempt a field goal, both teams roll 2d6; each team adds up their total (if a 6 
is rolled on a dice, add 6 to the total, then reroll that dice and add the result to the total, repeating this 
until a number other than 6 is rolled), and the totals are compared. There are NO even-vs-odd 
multipliers on field goal attempts. However, the kicking team's total is modified by the distance 
between the spot of the ball and the goal line, as follows; 

If the ball is between 1 and 5 yards from the goal line, the kicking team adds 10 points to their total.
If the ball is between 6 and 10 yards from the goal line, the kicking team adds 8 points to their total. 
If the ball is between 11 and 15 yards from the goal line, the kicking team adds 6 points to their total. 
If the ball is between 16 and 20 yards from the goal line, the kicking team adds 4 point to their total. 
If the ball is between 21 and 25 yards from the goal line, the kicking team adds 2 points to their total. 
If the ball is between 26 and 30 yards from the goal line, the kicking team adds NO points to their total. 
If the ball is between 31 and 35 yards from the goal line, the kicking team subtracts 2 points from their total. 
If the ball is between 36 and 40 yards from the goal line, the kicking team subtracts 4 points from their total. 
If the ball is between 41 and 45 yards from the goal line, the kicking team subtracts 6 points from their total. 
If the ball is 46 or 47 yards from the goal line, the kicking team subtracts 8 points from their total. 

If the kicking team's total is higher than the defense's total, the kick is good, and the kicking team is 
awarded 3 points; the ball is then placed on the offense's 35 yard line, and the offense (kicking team) 
kicks off to the other team. If the defense's total is higher, however, the kick has sailed wide left or wide
right, and the attempt is no good. If both rolls are equal, the ball bounces off the uprights or the 
crossbar, and the kick is no good. If the kick is no good, the defense gains immediate possession of the 
ball, which is spotted depending upon where the field goal attempt was made, as follows. If the kick 
was made on or within the defense's 20 yard line, the ball is spotted at the 20 yard line. However, if the 
kick was made outside the 20 yard line, the defense gains possession of the ball at the spot of the kick.

An initial dice roll of snake eyes (double 1s) by the defense results in the offense calling a Fake Field 
Goal Attempt, which is in fact a surprise scrimmage play, and is automatically successful (the kicking 
team is awarded a touchdown worth 6 points; see Scrimmage Plays above). Meanwhile, an initial dice 
roll of snake eyes (double 1s) by the kicking team results in a blocked kick by the defense, which is 
then treated as a fumble (see Fumbles above). If BOTH teams roll snake eyes, disregard the results and 
reroll. In the event of a fumble, if the defense manages to recover the ball and run all the way into the 
kicking team's end zone (which is EXTREMELY unlikely), they score a touchdown. On the other hand,
if the kicking team manages to recover the fumble and advance the ball to or beyond the line to gain, 
they are awarded a 1st down and maintain possession of the ball (and of course, if they manage to 
advance the ball to or beyond the defense's goal line, they score a touchdown).

Punting; On 4th down, if the offense is not within field goal range, and if they don't want to risk turning
the ball over on downs should they fail to convert, they may elect to punt the ball downfield to the 
defense (aka the return team). To determine how many yards the ball is punted, the kicking team rolls 
2d6, and multiplies the total by 7. If the result puts the ball in or beyond the return team's end zone, it is
ruled a touchback, in which case the ball is immediately spotted on the return team's 20 yard line, 1st 
down (NOT the 25 yard line, as is the case with kickoff touchbacks).
 



If the result of the punt dice roll is snake eyes (double 1s), the punt is blocked, and treated as a fumble 
(see Fumbles above). If the defense manages to recover the fumble and run all the way into the kicking 
team's end zone, they score a touchdown. On the other hand, if the kicking team manages to recover the
fumble and advance the ball to or beyond the line to gain, they are awarded a 1st down and maintain 
possession of the ball (and of course, if they manage to advance the ball to or beyond the defense's goal
line, they score a touchdown). However, if the kicking team does not reach the line to gain, the return 
team takes over on downs at the spot of the ball.
 
If the punt is not blocked and does not result in a touchback, the return team may either choose to call 
for a fair catch (in which case the return team gains possession on the yard line indicated by the result 
of the kicking team's dice roll; 1st down), or attempt to return the ball downfield. If attempting a return, 
both teams roll 2d6; each team adds up their total (if a 6 is rolled on a dice, add 6 to the total, then 
reroll that dice and add the result to the total, repeating this until a number other than 6 is rolled). If the 
return team's total is an even number, but the kicking team's total is an odd number, the return team 
multiplies their total by 2. Similarly, if the return team's total is an odd number, but the kicking team's 
total is an even number, the return multiplies their total by 2. Finally, if the return team's total is an even
number and the kicking team's total is ALSO an even number, or if the return team's total is an odd 
number and the kicking team's total is ALSO an odd number, the return team's total stands (do NOT 
multiply by 2). 

After the return team multiplier has been applied (if applicable), the final totals are compared. The 
difference between each team's total equals the number of yards gained or lost on the return. If both 
teams rolled the same total, there is no gain or loss after the catch. If the return team's total is higher, 
they gain a number of yards indicated by the difference between the totals. If the kicking team's total is 
higher, however, the return team loses a number of yards indicated by the difference between the totals 
(up to a maximum of 20 yards). The ball is spotted on the yard line indicated by the final result of the 
dice rolls, and the return team takes over on offense, 1st down. If negative yardage puts the ball on or 
beyond the return team's own goal line, the kicking team is awarded a safety (see Safeties below). 

An initial dice roll of snake eyes (double 1s) by the kicking team results in an automatic (and 
spectacular) punt return for a touchdown (6 points awarded to the return team). Meanwhile, an initial 
dice roll of snake eyes (double 1s) by the return team results in a fumble; see Fumbles above). If BOTH
teams roll snake eyes, disregard the results and reroll.

Safeties; As stated above, if the final outcome of opposed dice rolls pushes the spot of the ball back to 
or beyond the offense's own goal line, this results in a safety, which is worth 2 points (awarded to the 
defense, NOT the offense). The offense must then perform a safety kick to the defense, as follows. The 
ball is placed on the kicking team's 20 yard line. The kicking team rolls 2d6, and multiplies the result 
by 7. If the result puts the ball in or beyond the return team's end zone, it is ruled a touchback, in which
case the ball is immediately spotted on the return team's 25 yard line, 1st down. If the result of the 
safety kick dice roll is snake eyes (double 1s), the ball is shanked to the left or right out of bounds, and 
the receiving team gains possession of the ball 30 yards from the spot of the kick, 1st down (NOT 25 
yards, as is the case with kickoff shanks). 

If the kick does not result in a touchback, the receiving team may either choose to call for a fair catch 
(in which case the receiving team gains possession on the yard line indicated by the result of the 
kicking team's dice roll; 1st down), or attempt to return the ball downfield. If attempting a return, both 
teams roll 2d6; each team adds up their total (if a 6 is rolled on a dice, add 6 to the total, then reroll that
dice and add the result to the total, repeating this until a number other than 6 is rolled). If the receiving 



team's total is an even number, but the kicking team's total is an odd number, the receiving team 
multiplies their total by 2. Similarly, if the receiving team's total is an odd number, but the kicking 
team's total is an even number, the receiving team multiplies their total by 2. Finally, if the receiving 
team's total is an even number and the kicking team's total is ALSO an even number, or if the receiving 
team's total is an odd number and the kicking team's total is ALSO an odd number, the receiving team's 
total stands (do NOT multiply by 2). 

After the receiving team multiplier has been applied (if applicable), the final totals are compared. The 
difference between each team's total equals the number of yards gained or lost on the return. If both 
teams rolled the same total, there is no gain or loss after the catch. If the receiving team's total is higher,
they gain a number of yards indicated by the difference between the dice rolls. If the kicking team's 
total is higher, however, the receiving team loses a number of yards indicated by the difference between
the dice rolls (up to a maximum of 20 yards). The ball is spotted on the yard line indicated by the final 
result of the dice rolls, and the receiving team takes over on offense, 1st down. If negative yardage puts 
the ball on or beyond the receiving team's own goal line, the kicking team is awarded a safety (see 
above). 

An initial dice roll of snake eyes (double 1s) by the kicking team results in an automatic (and 
spectacular) safety kick return for a touchdown (6 points are awarded to the receiving team). 
Meanwhile, an initial dice roll of snake eyes (double 1s) by the receiving team results in a fumble; see 
Fumbles above). If BOTH teams roll snake eyes, disregard the results and reroll.

Onside Kicks; When a team is called upon to kickoff, they have the option to attempt a deliberately 
short kick in an effort to recover the ball and maintain possession. This is typically attempted by a team
who is trailing in points with limited plays remaining in the game, but it may be attempted on any 
kickoff. Onside kicks are very risky, for the kicking team's chances of recovery are quite low, and an 
unsuccessful attempt gives the opposition excellent field position. On the other hand, a successful 
onside kick can often allow a team to stage a comeback and snatch victory from the jaws of defeat.

To attempt an onside kick, the ball is placed on the kicking team's 35 yard line, and the kicking team 
rolls 2d6. If the result is 3 through 10, the onside kick is unsuccessful, and the receiving team takes 
over on offense; the ball is spotted 10 yards from the spot of the kick, 1st down. If the result of the dice 
roll is 11 or 12, the onside kick is successful, and the kicking team regains possession of the ball 10 
yards from the spot of the kick, 1st down. If the result of the dice roll is snake eyes (double 1s), the 
onside kick is unsuccessful, and the receiving team recovers the ball and makes a spectacular run 
downfield for a touchdown (6 points are awarded to the receiving team).

Penalties; Following every scrimmage play, once the results have been recorded on the score sheet, 
both teams roll 1d6 for a penalty check. If their rolls yield different numbers, there is no penalty; 
proceed to the next play. However, if both teams rolled the same number, a penalty has been committed
on the most recent play, which results in a loss of yardage for the penalized team. If both teams rolled 
an even number, the penalty was committed by the offense. However, if both teams rolled an odd 
number, the penalty was committed by the defense. If both teams rolled a 1 or a 2, the penalty results in
a loss of 5 yards. If both teams rolled a 3 or a 4, the penalty results in a loss of 10 yards. Finally, if both 
teams rolled a 5 or a 6, the penalty results in a loss of 15 yards. Record the penalty and update the spot 
of the ball on the score sheet, and proceed to the next play. Please note; in Roll For Yardage!, penalty 
checks are NOT made after special teams plays (kickoffs, punts, safety kicks, field goal attempts, extra 
point attempts, or 2 point conversion tries).



If the penalty was against the offense, the yardage is penalized from the spot of the ball at the 
beginning of the most recent play (negating any positive yardage gained), replay the current down. 
However, if the penalty was against the defense, the offense is awarded a 1st down at the spot of the ball
following the yardage assessed by the penalty. When a team is penalized, the opposing team has the 
option to decline the penalty if the result of the play prior to the penalized yardage would result in 
better field position, a fresh set of downs, a change of possession, or points scored. 

The yardage gained or lost as a result of a penalty itself cannot result in the scoring of points. So if the 
yardage lost by an offensive penalty would otherwise result in a safety, the ball is spotted halfway to 
the distance of the goal (round fractions up). Similarly, if the yardage lost by a defensive penalty would
otherwise result in a touchdown, the ball is spotted halfway to the distance of the goal (round fractions 
up). However, if the defense commits a penalty on a play in which the offense scores points, the offense
may decline the penalty, and the score stands (this also applies if the offense commits a penalty on a 
play in which the defense is awarded a safety).

Hail Mary Passes; On the final play of the 2nd or 4th quarters, if the line of scrimmage is 40 or more 
yards away from the defense's goal line, the offense has the option to attempt a desperation Hail Mary 
pass into the end zone. This highly difficult pass has a very low completion chance, but if successful, 
the offense scores an automatic touchdown for 6 points. In order to attempt a Hail Mary, the offense 
rolls 2d6. If the result is 2 through 11, the pass is incomplete, and the 2nd or 4th quarter is over. 
However, on a roll of 12 (double sixes), the pass is caught by the offense in the end zone, resulting in a 
touchdown. The offense may then attempt an extra point or 2 point conversion (unless the touchdown 
itself resulted in a winning score for the offense, in which case this is not necessary).

Overtime; If at the end of the 4th quarter the score is tied, a 5th quarter known as Overtime is played. 
Overtime is limited to 10 minutes (aka 20 total plays) during preseason and regular season games, but 
lasts 15 minutes (aka 30 total plays) during the postseason (playoff and championship games). Prior to 
the start of Overtime, a new coin toss is performed (see The Coin Toss above). The winner of this coin 
toss will almost certainly choose to receive rather than kick, for if the receiving team manages to score 
a touchdown on their opening possession, the game ends immediately and that team wins. However, if 
the receiving team either fails to score, or scores a field goal instead of a touchdown on their opening 
drive, the game is NOT over; the ball is kicked off to the opposing team (see Kickoffs above), who then
attempt to move the ball downfield and score (if they score a touchdown, they win, but if they score a 
field goal and the score remains tied, they must kick off, and from that point onward, whichever team 
scores next wins the game. 

During the preseason and regular season, if the score is still tied at the end of Overtime, the game ends 
in a tie. However, during postseason playoff and championship games, a game may NOT end in a tie, 
and additional Overtime periods are played as necessary in order to determine a clear victor. In Double 
Overtime, the loser of the coin toss during the initial Overtime chooses whether to kick or receive 
(again, almost ALWAYS choosing to receive, because if they score a touchdown on their opening 
possession, they win the game). If a Triple Overtime is necessary, the winner of the initial coin toss 
chooses whether to kick or receive, and if a Quadruple Overtime is necessary, the loser of the initial 
coin toss chooses whether to kick or receive. In the unlikely event of a Quintuple Overtime, a new coin 
toss is performed. 



The score sheet on the following page may be printed and/or photocopied as often as needed for 
recording game play information. The top of the score sheet contains a facsimile of a gridiron football 
field, allowing players to keep visual track of the line of scrimmage and the line to gain by ticking the 
yard lines with erasable pencil marks. Below the gridiron you will find the scoreboard, which should be
updated whenever a team scores points (use the individual quarter columns to indicate the number of 
points scored in each quarter, and the Score column to keep track of the overall score). A series of 
check boxes are located beneath the scoreboard, allowing you to indicate the quarter of play 
represented by the current score sheet. Next, the table below the scoreboard contains 11 columns, each 
if which is identified and described below.

Play Number;  There are a maximum of 30 plays in each quarter (limited to 20 plays in Overtime). 
However, a few additional rows are included on the score sheet in the event of any special 
circumstances that might present themselves (for example, the 2nd or 4th quarter cannot end on a play in 
which there is a defensive penalty; in such a scenario, the offense is allowed one more play).

Team With Ball; Use this column to indicate which team is currently in possession of the ball. 

Play Type; Use this column to indicate the type of play that is being performed. Play types may be 
abbreviated, as follows; S = Scrimmage Play, K = Kickoff, P = Punt, F = Field Goal Attempt, X = 
Extra Point Attempt, 2 = 2 Point Conversion Try, O = Onside Kick Attempt, SK = Safety Kick.

Down/To Go; Use this column to keep track of the current down and the number of yards needed to 
reach the line to gain and achieve a fresh set of downs. If the ball is 10 yards or less from the 
opponent's goal line on 1st down, this is referred to as 1st & Goal (as is the case with 2nd/3rd/4th & Goal).

Ball Spot; Use this column to indicate the current yard line upon which the ball is spotted. Circle the 
appropriate left/right arrow to indicate upon which side of the 50 yard line the ball is currently spotted.

Kick/Return: Use this column on kickoffs and punt plays to indicate the number of yards the ball was 
kicked (a shank may be abbreviated as SH), as well as the number of yards the receiving/return team 
gained or lost on the return (a touchback may be abbreviated as TB, and a fair catch may be 
abbreviated as FC).

Off Roll/Def Roll; Use this column to record the final totals of opposed dice rolls between the offense 
and defense on each play (this also applies to kickoff/punt returns, extra point attempts, 2 point 
conversion attempts, and any other instance in which both teams roll 2d6 at the same time).

Yards Gained/Lost; Use this column to record the number of yards that were gained or lost on the 
play. This can be indicated with positive or negative symbols prior to the number of yards. If no yards 
were gained or lost on the play, simply write 0.

Fumble/Recovery; If there is a fumble or blocked kick on the play, use this column to indicate which 
team recovered the fumble, and the number of yards gained on the recovery.

Penalty; If there is a penalty on the play, use this column to indicate which team was penalized, and for
how many yards.

Result; This column may be used to indicate the result(s) of a play. Examples include the scoring of a 
touchdown, declined penalties, whether field goal/extra point attempts were good or no good, etc.



Team Name 1st 2nd 3rd 4th OT Score

@

¨ 1st ¨ 2nd ¨ 3rd ¨ 4th ¨ OT

Play
Number

Team With Ball Play Type Down/To Go ←Ball Spot→ Kick/Return Off Roll/Def
Roll

Yards
Gained/Lost

Fumble/
Recovery

Penalty Result

1 & ←            → / /

2 & ←            → / /

3 & ←            → / /

4 & ←            → / /

5 & ←            → / /

6 & ←            → / /

7 & ←            → / /

8 & ←            → / /

9 & ←            → / /

10 & ←            → / /

11 & ←            → / /

12 & ←            → / /

13 & ←            → / /

14 & ←            → / /

15 & ←            → / /

16 & ←            → / /

17 & ←            → / /

18 & ←            → / /

19 & ←            → / /

20 & ←            → / /

21 & ←            → / /

22 & ←            → / /

23 & ←            → / /

24 & ←            → / /

25 & ←            → / /

26 & ←            → / /

27 & ←            → / /

28 & ←            → / /

29 & ←            → / /

30 & ←            → / /

& ←            → / /

& ←            → / /

& ←            → / /

& ←            → / /


